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Subject: Military Team Visit to ONI Offices in Suitland

Body:

On Monday morning, April 21, 1997, Joe (the man with the automobile), Christopher, and I will travel directly 

from our lodgings to ONI's offices in Suitland at the National Maritime Intelligence Center. I will get to meet 

LCDR Pike, who is in charge of the considerable ongoing review efforts in support of the JFK Act, and the three 

of us will get updated on the status of ONI's work to date. RECAP: As of the last week in March, ONI had 

reviewed about 40 feet of 127 cubic feet of records which they feel are assassination records, based upon 

guidance provided by Tim Wray. We will find out how far along they are now in the 127 cubic feet of records, 

and get a sense of how accurate they have been in assessing what is/is not an assassination record, as well as 

what kind of third agency equity hurdles we may be facing with ONI records. Additionally, they had previously 

located about 950 cubic feet of records that might qualify as assassination records (and which they estimated 

would require 6 months to review, after they complete the 127 cubic feet initially earmarked); we will try to 

get a sense of what type of historical material constitutes the 950 cubic feet of additional material, and 

provide the appropriate guidance to ONI, based on what we see (e.g., "carry on, you have identified the 

correct materials," or "pare this down--much of this does not qualify as assassination records").SCHEDULE: 

Our meeting at the NMIC will commence at 9:30 A.M., and we anticipate departing NMIC immediately after 

having lunch with LCDR Pike. We hope to be back in the office about 2:00. END
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